PSCI 5610
Proseminar in Comparative Politics
Spring 2018

John Ishiyama
Office Hours: 11:00 am- 12:30 noon
Tuesdays and Thursdays
or any time I'm in my office

Phone: 940-565-4326
EMAIL: John.Ishiyama@unt.edu (I check it a lot- give me 24 hours to respond): John.Ishiyama@unt.edu

Required Texts:

COURSE OBJECTIVES
The purpose of this course is to introduce beginning graduate students to the central theoretical approaches and methods in the field of comparative politics as well as the currently prominent research programs in the field. The field of comparative politics is a complex and diverse field. In a practical sense (for instance, in designating courses in a U.S. university catalog), it refers to politics within nations other than the U.S. It also involves comparisons across all nations or subsets of nations (by region, by level of development, by regime type, by other criteria) in an effort to “discover” general laws that explain and predict the behavior of individuals and groups and the performance of institutions across systems. That presents us with an extraordinarily diverse array of nations, cultures, configurations of government institutions, patterns of mass behavior and of state-society relations. It also compels us to become familiar with a variety of research methods and to develop some understanding of what method is most appropriate for what kind of research question. The Seminar in Scope and Methods introduced you to the principles and mechanics of research design, so this course will, to some extent, but not entirely, assume you are familiar with those principles. Our goal in this course will be to gain some understanding of how to apply those principles in comparative research, whether it involves the analysis of cross-national data sets, comparative case studies, or even single nations over time and/or across regions. Given the breadth, diversity, and complexity of the subject matter of comparative politics, it should not be surprising to you that there is no single paradigm that dominates the field. We are still in the era of “competing paradigms”. Indeed, it is arguably a permanent condition of the field. Therefore, this course will necessarily involve brief introductions to major research traditions in comparative politics. We cannot touch on all of them, but I have made an effort to structure the course around introductions to several of the major research programs on-going in the field today. If comparative politics is one of your major fields, you should use this as an opportunity to identify the research areas that engage your interest to the point that you could build a career around teaching and research in that subject area.

COURSE REQUIREMENTS
Your grade in this course will be based on a take-home final exam (worth 30% of your final grade), 9 weekly reaction papers (choose from 13 weekly topics from week 3 on-- collectively worth 20% of your grade), and a research design (worth 40% of your grade), with the final 10% determined by class participation. The writing assignments are intended to sharpen your analytical skills and give you some experience with the kind of analysis that you will be required to do in your other courses, on your comprehensive exams (for Ph.D. students), and in the kind of research and writing you will do as a practicing political scientist.

A. Exam: (30% of final grade)
There will be a take-home final exam that will consist of essay questions. You are free to use any books, notes, or
journal articles that you have, but you are not to confer with other students on the test questions. Evidence of collaboration with other students or anyone else will be treated as an instance of cheating and dealt with according to University rules on cheating. You will receive a grade of "0" for the exam and an "F" for the course. The exam will be distributed during the last class week (May 2) and will be due May 9 by 11:59 pm. There is a 3% point penalty for each day you are late turning in an exam.

B. Reaction Papers: (20% of final grade)
Students will be expected to write nine short (2 page maximum) reaction papers during the semester. These papers will consist of an analytical discussion of that week's readings. A set of questions will be provided to which you will respond. These questions are designed to focus your reading on important themes covered. The paper will be due at the beginning of class on the day that the readings are discussed. No late papers or electronic papers will be accepted. All students must do a reaction paper for January 23. One must do two reaction papers out of the three weekly sets of readings from January 30-February 27 (and turned in no later than the day we cover those readings). The second set of three must cover the readings for three of the four weeks from March 6-April 3, and the last must cover three of the four weeks between April 10-May 1. Each Week I will randomly select 1 or 2 people to orally answer the week's question, so be prepared with your papers.

In sum:
1) everyone does January 23
2) choose 2 out of 3 topics from January 30-February 27
3) choose 3 out of 4 topics from March 6-April 3
4) choose 3 out of 4 topics from April 10-May 1

These papers should not be simply summaries of the readings but on addressing the questions provided (I will hand out weekly prompt questions). Papers that simply summarize the readings with no original discussion will be penalized heavily. Papers that summarize only one or two of the readings to the exclusion of the others will also not receive high marks. These papers must be typed, single-spaced, 12 pt font, one inch margins, 2 pages MAXIMUM.

C. Research Design: (30%)
Over the course of the semester, you should select one of the topics in the course (or another topic in comparative politics) and develop a research design that should culminate in a conference paper, publication, and/or thesis/dissertation. This review will be completed in two stages. The first installment should be a research problem statement with a literature review: you will present detailed problem statement that clarifies the research puzzle at the center of your project. This statement should be in a form that makes it clear that testable hypotheses can be derived from it. It should be on the order of an extended abstract of a journal article. In order to demonstrate how this research puzzle is grounded in existing research, you should offer in support of the problem statement detailed summaries (one page each) on each of seven refereed journal articles on the topic you have chosen. For this installment, confine yourself to refereed journal articles; do not use books, chapters in edited books, government reports, or any other type of resource. Those sources can be used in the final draft, but the purpose of the first installment is to get you to delve into the journal literature on your subject. Each summary should be preceded by a complete citation of the relevant journal article, in the style format of the American Political Science Review. This installment is due Tuesday, March 6

The final draft should include 1) the research problem statement (revised and expanded from the first draft), 2) a detailed literature review, which is an analytical essay that explains how this body of works defines the parameters of research program in comparative politics in which your research project is grounded, and 3) your research design, which includes a theoretical framework (derived from the literature) from which you derive one or more testable hypotheses and then specify what data would be required to test these hypotheses. The final draft is due Friday May 11 by 5:00 pm (electronically via email to me).

D. Oral Presentation Research Design: (10%)
You will be required to present your research design in a "public forum"—I will ask some of you other fellow graduate students to attend. I will set up a special session (depending on your schedules) where you will be asked to present you research designs orally. Each of you will have 10 minutes to present (in a "panel" of 5) to be followed by
“discussion” period. Each paper will be assigned a “discussant” who will be responsible for commenting on the paper and making constructive suggestions for improvement. You will be evaluated by your peers (including other audience members) and the instructor and the format will be similar to what you would find at a typical political science conference.

E. Class Participation: (10%) The quality of your class participation will be assessed both by the instructor and your peers. I pay particular attention to the quality of your comments, not just the quantity. Further, attendance does matter — if you are not in attendance, you are not participating.

Remember:
1. The research design, oral presentation, and reaction paper assignments assignment are not optional; you will receive a grade of “F” for the course if you do not turn in any one of the major paper assignments, regardless of your score on the exam.
2. You may NOT do a paper on an issue in U.S. domestic policy or U.S. domestic politics. If you do, you will receive a grade of “0” for the paper assignment. If you have the slightest doubt concerning the legitimacy of your paper topic, clear it with me.
3. You may NOT turn in an identical paper that you have done in another class this semester or any previous semester. If you do, that will be counted as an instance of plagiarism, and you will receive a grade of “F” for the course and be referred to the appropriate University authorities.
4. You may NOT turn in a paper that was written in whole or in part by someone else. If you do, that will be treated as an instance of plagiarism, and you will receive a grade of “F” for the course and be referred to the appropriate University authorities.
5. Your paper must demonstrate that you have read multiple scholarly articles from several different refereed scholarly journals (not news magazines, government reports, web sites), and you must use the appropriate citation and bibliographic format.
6. Your paper must be typed, double-spaced, with no more than one inch margins on all four sides and no larger than 12 point type. You must turn in a printed copy AND an electronic copy (by email) in MS Word, word perfect, or pdf format.
7. You may NOT change topics after you turn in the first installment. If you decide you cannot complete the paper you originally proposed, see me. To change topics you will have to do the first installment for your new topic before you turn in your final draft.

IMPORTANT DATES
March 6 Research Problem and literature review due
May 11 (Friday) Final Draft of Research Design due
May 1 Take-Home Final distributed
May 8 Take Home Final Due
Reaction Paper 1: all due January 23
Reaction Papers 2-3 (i.e. 2 of 3 weeks) between January 30- February 27
Reaction Paper 4-6: (i.e. 3 of 4 weeks) between March 6-April 3
Reaction Paper 7-9: (i.e..3 of 4 weeks) between April 10 – May 1
Final Presentation: TBA (during finals week)

COURSE OUTLINE
The course outline that follows delineates in sequence the major themes addressed in the course and the assigned readings for each theme. You are expected to complete the assigned readings before class and come to class prepared to discuss them. Class participation counts 10% of your grade, and informed discussion requires careful reading of the assignments. The readings load is rather heavy for this course, but it is essential that you devote the time needed to master them.

1. January 16: Overview of the Field
   Required Readings

2. January 23: Comparative Historical Studies
Required Readings
Bendix, Reinhard 1978. Kings or People. Berkeley: University of California Press. Chp 1, 3-18 only; chp 2, pp. 21-60; Chp 8 or 14

Required Readings

4. February 6: Neo Marxist Critics of Modernization and “Bringing the State Back in ”
Required Readings
Lenin, V.I. Imperialism: The Highest form of Capitalism chps 1,4,6,7, 10 (they are very short chapters)

I will be in Ethiopia from February 11-26 No Class on February 13 and 20 (no class will be held)
5. February 27: Research Design in Comparative Politics

**Required Readings**

Przeworski, Adam and Henry Teune, *The Logic of Comparative Social Inquiry*, pp 1-47


6. March 6: Comparative Institutions

**Required Readings**


Mid term break (no class March 13)

7. March 20: Institutionalism - Rational Choice Approaches

**Required Readings**


8. March 27: Political Culture

**Required Readings**


9. April 3: Civil Society

Required Readings:

Stable Link http://muse.jhu.edu/journals/journal_of_democracy/v006/6.1putnam.html


Stable Link: http://muse.jhu.edu/journals/journal_of_democracy/v007/7.3foley.html

Tusalem, Rollin 2007 A Boon or a Bane? The Role of Civil Society in Third- and Fourth-Wave Democracies International Political Science Review, 361–386

Suggested Readings


10. April 10: Ethnic Politics

Required Readings


SPECIAL GRADUATE STUDENT PRESENTATION:

11. April 17: Political Parties: Organizations and Systems

Required Readings


12. April 24: Political Violence

Required Readings:

Special Graduate Student Presentation:

13. May 1: Democratic Transitions, Democratic Consolidation and Semi Authoritarianism

Required Readings:

III. University of North Texas--Policy on Academic Integrity:

Department of Political Science POLICY ON ACADEMIC INTEGRITY: The Political Science Department adheres to and enforces UNT’s policy on academic integrity (cheating, plagiarism, forgery, fabrication, facilitating academic dishonesty and sabotage). Students in this class should review the policy, which is located at: http://policy.unt.edu/sites/default/files/untpolicy/pdf/7-Student_Affairs-Academic_Integrity.pdf.

Violations of academic integrity in this course will addressed in compliance with the penalties and procedures laid out in this policy. Students may appeal any decision under this policy by following the procedures laid down in the UNT Policy Manual Section 18.1.16 “Student Standards of Academic Integrity.”

IV. University of North Texas-Statement of ADA Compliance:

The University of North Texas makes reasonable academic accommodation for students with disabilities. Students seeking reasonable accommodation must first register with the Office of Disability Accommodation (ODA) to verify their eligibility. If a disability is verified, the ODA will provide you with a reasonable accommodation letter to be delivered to faculty to begin a private discussion regarding your specific needs in a course. You may request reasonable accommodations at any time, however, ODA notices of reasonable accommodation should be provided as early as possible in the semester to avoid any delay in implementation. Note that students must obtain a new letter of reasonable accommodation for every semester and must meet with each faculty member prior to implementation in each class. Students are strongly encouraged to deliver letters of reasonable accommodation during faculty office hours or by appointment. Faculty members have the authority to ask students to discuss such
letters during their designated office hours to protect the privacy of the student. For additional information see the Office of Disability Accommodation website at http://www.unt.edu/oda. You may also contact them by phone at 940.565.4323.